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Empowering Women, Transforming Lives
Thursday at 11 AM Pacific
September 06th 2016:Come Out of Hiding and SHINE Special
Interview Series September 6th
Join Rebecca Hall Gruyter, Compiler of the fourth coming book:
Come Out of Hiding and SHINE! In this special radio interview
series, Rebecca and her dynamic co-authors share tips, wisdom
and advice to help you Come Out of Hiding and SHINE! Featured
co-authors and guest experts: Leslie Ellis, Dr. Julianne Blake,
Nina Price, and Ana Fatima Costa. We look forward to you joining
us for this powerful and heart-felt show!
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Featured Guests
Leslie Ellis
Leslie successfully negotiated her first sales job at the tender age of 10 when she
convinced her neighbor that she could take care of their newborn baby. Not many
youngsters would have that maturity, but she was…and still is…confident in her talents
and abilities. Leslie started her professional sales career selling to large
organizations such as Oracle, Sony and Charles Schwab which she did for 20 years.
This experience spanned every level of management and many sales processes. She
was awarded multiple honors including gold club three years in a row. Gold club
required over $500K in sales per year. During this time, she also earned an MBA.
Leslie found her next adventure working
Read more

Nina Price
Nina Price is “The Queen of Midlife Transformation”. She is quite simply: Not Done Yet.
With an M.B.A. from the University of Michigan, she is a former Silicon Valley high tech
marketing exec who after twenty years in the computer industry learned that “it was time
to do something else”. In 2001 she “pushed her own reset button” and reinvented
herself as a midlife success coach and board certified healthcare professional (a
licensed acupuncturist and master herbalist), so she could solve more kinds of
problems, as she serves women tackling the transformations that come with midlife
and beyond. Nina lives in the Silicon Valley with her husband. She has two grown
daughters and six grandchild
Read more

Dr. Julianne Blake
Dr. Julianne Blake is an expert on Stress Release - the path to wellness and personal
power. She helps overworked, overstressed and overwhelmed business owners
double their energy and double what they get back. She has inspired and empowered
women through her speaking, writing The Success Secret - a best-selling book coauthored with Jack Canfield, and her coaching and therapy practice of twenty five years.
With her doctorate in psychology, license in MFT counseling, success coaching
certification and training in Neuroscience, she teaches you to heal from within, simply
by re-training your brain. Her mission came from wanting to overcome a degenerative
disease, and not be its victim.
Read more

Ana Fatima Costa
What I want more than anything else is peace. For as long as I can remember, before I
make a wish -- while blowing out candles on a birthday cake or throwing coins in a
fountain -- I “hear” three words as soon as I close my eyes: Peace. On. Earth. Yet my
personal and professional life has been filled with turmoil and drama. Court reporters
must maintain their composure at all times and detach from the emotion, politics and
drama of lawyers and witnesses at a deposition or trial, while simultaneously
detaching from their own internal reactions to the intensity. After almost a lifetime of
struggling with self-acceptance and self-love, adapting this profound process
changed my li
Read more
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